Already more than 30 years ago the acoustic particle detection method has been considered to be one possibility to measure signals from ultra-high energetic neutrinos. The present status and problems of corresponding model predictions are discussed in comparison with existing experimental measurements. Available acoustic sensors and transmitters are described and new ideas for corresponding applications are mentioned. Different methods for in-situ calibrations are discussed. Results of measurements of acoustic test arrays at different sites are presented in some detail. Future activities for applications of the technology in large size detectors are evaluated.
Pomeranchuk-Migdal-effect and photo-and electro-79 nuclear reactions [20] . The LPM-effect predicts de- 
target material effects
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One could rewrite eq. 1 in the form 
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The Grueneisen coefficient γ is a strongly material de- Celsius it is equal to zero having different signs be-100 low and above this temperature. The signal strength for 
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• varying intensity (E-dependence)
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• varying beam diameter ( f -dependence)
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• varying distance (R-dependence)
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• varying liquids (γ-dependence) 
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In fig. 4 
other sensor concepts
183
A "new" concept for acoustic sensors under discus- 
286
The data were used to calculate the first acoustic neu-287 trino flux limit [39] . 
337
The noise level was measured most of the time below Transient events were observed from re-freezing Ice-
376
Cube holes and from water reservoirs used for hole 377 drilling (see fig. 11 ). From the non-observation of 378 acoustic signals in a region outside the IceCube con-379 struction area a neutrino flux limit has been estimated 380 (see fig. 12 ). 
395
The acoustic neutrino flux limits are today still more 396 than four orders of magnitude less sensitive than the 397 best radio limits which is partly explained by the huge 398 difference in the corresponding detection volumes used.
399
What makes all limits difficult to interpret are the partly 
